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Abstract

Prediction of Water Quality Parameters

at the Confluence of Nakdong and Kumho Rivers 

using Artificial Neural Network Model

The pollutants in the tributaries with sufficient flow have a great influence 

on the water quality of the river after confluence. Stream confluences are 

elements of river networks that play a major role in the dynamics of fluvial 

systems. Substantial changes in flow hydrodynamics generally occur 

immediately downstream of confluence, and mixing of tributary flows may 

extend many kilometers downstream of confluence. Up-to-data investigations 

of the flow physics at river confluence rely primarily on physically-based 

numerical modeling. However, verification through field experiments is 

essential when a physics-based numerical model is applied to analyze the 

behavior of contaminants flowing through the tributaries downstream of the 

confluence. In addition, time and money should be invested in model 

construction and operation. However, in the case of data-based model, it is 

possible to make predictions with only accumulated data. Among the 

data-driven model, the ANN model is often used for application of water 

quality prediction. Many researchers used ANN technique to predict water 

quality parameters in river systems. 

In this study, the ANN ensemble model with resilient propagation method 

was developed to predict the water quality parameters at the confluence of 

Nakdong and Kumho rivers. The data of EC tracing data conducted in 2015 
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were used to accurately understand the behavior of contaminants after 

confluence. The best fitted prediction results is shown when using water 

quality values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data 

(0.56   value of pH, 0.75 of DO, 0.80 of EC, 0.66 of Chl-a). The 

point where the best fitted prediction results shown is ARCWQ-2 

and ARCWQ-3 (where the transverse mixing was completed). And 

the improvement rate was also the largest at the same case and 

point for pH, EC, and EC(22% of pH, 77% of DO, 26% of EC and 

19% of Chl-a).

Keyword : Water quality prediction, Tributary confluence, ANN ensemble 

model, EC tracing test, Transverse mixing

Student number : 2015-22927
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Necessity

The pollutants in the tributaries with sufficient flow have a great 

influence on the water quality of the large river after confluence. 

However, verification through field experiments is essential when a 

physics-based numerical model is applied to analyze the behavior of 

contaminants flowing through the tributaries downstream of the 

confluence. In addition, time and money should be invested in model 

construction and operation. 

However, in the case of data-based model, it is possible to make 

predictions with only accumulated data. Among the data-driven model, 

the ANN model is often used for application of water quality 

prediction. Many researchers used ANN technique to predict water 

quality parameters in river systems. Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts 

(1943) created a computational model for neural networks based on 

mathematics and algorithms called threshold logic. ANNs have been 

widely used for solving a range of hydrological problems such as 

rainfall-runoff modeling, streamflow forecasting, water quality modeling, 

groundwater modeling, hydrological time series modeling, and reservoir 

operation [Task Committee, 2000].

Nevertheless, one of the reasons for avoiding the ANN model is 

that the ANN model is an opaque black box model. In fact, the 

methodological research for the development of the ANN model is less 

than application one. methods for developing ANN model are not yet 

well established. The methodological issues that have been assessed 
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traditionally are the proper selection and preprocessing of the inputs 

and outputs, and the choice of the architecture of the neural networks 

(Coulibaly et al., 1999; Dawson and wilby, 2001). 

Another reason for avoiding the ANN model is that additional 

knowledge is needed for accurate prediction. As mentioned before, the 

advantage of a data-driven model is that it is easy and useful for 

people who do not have sufficient knowledge of basic physical 

processes. But additional  statistical knowledge is essential to improve 

the accuracy of the model. 

Previous studies used statistical analysis and factor analysis of the 

input factors to improve the accuracy of the ANN model. Kim & Seo 

(2015) used clustering method for water quality prediction in rivers. 

However, there are not enough studies to build an artificial neural 

network model using the input parameters based on the physical 

process and improve the accuracy. 
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1.2 Objectives

The purpose of this study is to predict the water quality at the 

tributary confluence by using a robust and accurate artificial neural 

network model. To achieve this goal,

Verify the behavior of water quality variables, analyzing the water 

qulity data after confluence.

(1) The characteristics of water quality data of mainstream and 

   tributaries obtained from automatic water quality monitoring   

   station.

(2) The spatial and temporal distribution of water quality data 

   obtained from fixed quality monitoring sensors.

(3) The mixing patterns of the study site using the data 

   of conductivity tracing experiment in natural streams.

Develop and verify the ANN model which predicts accurate and 

robust results.

1) development of ANN model using Resilient Backpropagation 

   algorithm.

2) Enhencement of prediction accuracy using sampling method 

   and Ensemble method

3) Comparing the results of developed ANN model with 

   generally used ANN model and AR(2) model.
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Predict the water quality at the tributary confluence using developed 

ANN model.

1) Adding the water quality data of tributary as a input data 

   when predict water quality data of mainstream.

2) Analysis of water quality prediction results at the

   downstream of confluence. 

3) comparing with the spatial distribution characteristics

   revealed in the field experiment. 

Figure 1. Thesis overview
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Backgrounds

2.1 Data-driven Models

There are basically two approaches for hydrological modelling: the 

theory-driven (conceptual and physically-based) approach, and the 

data-driven (empirical and black-box) approach often associated by 

practitioners with statistical modelling. Conceptual models represent the 

general internal sub-processes and physical mechanisms without looking 

at the spatial variability and stochastic properties. 

Physically-based models are based on the understanding of the  

underlying physical behaviour of the system. Typically, they involve the 

solution of a system of partial differential equations that represent our 

best understanding of the flow processes in the watershed.

In contrast to the two class of models above, data-driven 

(black-box) models, as the name suggests, are base on analysing the 

data about a system without explicit knowledge of the physical 

behaviour of the system. When a considerable amount of data 

describing this problem is available, data-driven models has been 

successfully applied to modeling a particular system or process. 

Traditionally, the data-driven models borrow the techniques developed in 

such (overlapping) areas as statistics, soft computing, computational 

intelligence, machine learning and data mining. As explosively growing, 

widely available, and gigantic body of data makes a large collection of 

data into knowledge. So it is very effective for researchers who deals 

with the nonlinear nature of the relationship and the complexity of the 

physically based models.
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2.2 Artificial Neural Networks(ANNs)

Among many data-driven techniques, the artificial neural network 

(ANN) is the most widely used and become a new tool and an 

efficient model for the prediction and forecasting of variables in river 

systems, due to the inherent uncertainties of contaminant source and 

water quality data have. The concept of ANNs is inspired by the 

biological neural networks of the human brain. McCulloch and 

Pitts(1943) first created a computational model for neural networks 

based on mathematics and algorithms called threshold logic. Then a key 

advance that came later was the backpropagation algorithm which 

effectively solved the exclusive-or problem, and more generally the 

problem of quickly training multi-layer neural networks (Werbos 1975). 

2.2.1 Architecture of ANNS

The basic structure of an ANN model is usually comprised of 

three distinctive layers. This configuration is also referred to as a 

multilayer perceptron(MLP) and it represents one of the most commonly 

used neural networks.

Data enter the network through the input layer, where computation 

of the weighted sum of the input is performed. These data are then fed 

forward through successive layers including the hidden layer or layers, 

where data are processed. The hidden layer is the essential component 

that allows the neural network to learn the relationships between input 

and output data. And the output layer, where the results of ANN are 

produced. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of a typical ANN models
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Figure 3. Schematic of Neuron

Figure 4. Tangent Sigmoid Function
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Each layer consists of one or more basic element(s) called a 

neuron or a node. Neurons are fundamental to the operation of a neural 

network. It is a highly interconnected processor and exchange messages 

between each other. Each neuron consists of a weight parameter and an 

activation function. When the input data is passed to the input layer, it 

is binding with the weight and was granted a non-linearity by 

activation function. The process of being transmitted to the next neuron 

is repeated until derive a final result. The inter-connection between 

neurons is accomplished by using known inputs and outputs, and 

presenting these to the ANN in some ordered manner. This process is 

called training. The strength of these interconnections is adjusted using 

an error convergence technique so that a desired output will be 

produced for a known pattern. The number of neuron(s) has been 

selected by a trial & error procedure.

As you can identify in figure 3., neuron has the three basic 

elements. The first element is synapse weight . Synaptic 

weight refers to the strength or amplitude of a connection 

between two nodes, corresponding in biology to the amount of 

influence the firing of one neuron has on another. The synaptic 

weight is changed by using a learning rule, if a large signal 

from one of the input neurons results in a large signal from one 

of the output neurons, then the synaptic weight between those 

two neurons will increase. The rule is unstable, however, and is 

typically modified using the backpropagation algorithm. The 

second element is an adder. An adder sum the input signals and 

weight by the respective synapses of the neuron. The third 

element is an activation function. If there were no activation 
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functions, the whole neural network could be reduced to a group 

of linear function of the network input - one linear function for 

each output neuron. So, without activation functions, a neural 

network could not learn non-linear relationships. Multilayer 

networks typically use sigmoid transfer functions in the hidden 

layers. These functions are often called “squashing” functions, 

because they compress an infinite input range into a finite 

output range. Particularly tangent sigmoid activation function is 

commonly used in multilayer neural networks that are trained 

using the backpropagation algorithm, in part because this 

function if differentiable (Hagan, 1994).

There are two classes of ANN network architectures. The simplest 

kind of neural network is a single-layer perceptron network, which 

consists of a single layer of output nodes; the inputs are fed directly to 

the outputs via a series of weights. In this way it can be considered 

the simplest kind of feed-forward network. The term perceptron often 

refers to networks consisting of just one of these units. Perceptrons can 

be trained by a simple learning algorithm that is usually called the 

delta rule. It calculates the errors between calculated output and sample 

output data, and uses this to create an adjustment to the weights. 

Single-unit perceptrons are only capable of learning linearly separable 

problems. The second class of networks is multiple layer feedforward 

neural network. It consists of an input layer, one or more hidden 

layers, and an output layer. An example of a multilayer feedforward 

network is shown in figure 4. The input data pass through the input 

layer and are then weighted and fed simultaneously to a second layer 

of neuron, known as a hidden layer. The outputs of the hidden layer 
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neuron can be inputted to another hidden layer, and so on. The number 

of hidden layers is arbitrary, although in practice, usually only one is 

used. The weighted outputs of the last hidden layer are input to neuron 

making up the output layer, which emits the network’s prediction for 

given tuples. It is a feed-forward network since none of the weights 

cycles back to an input unit or to a previous layer’s output unit. It 

applies a nonlinear activation function to the weighted input. Multilayer 

feed- forward neural networks are able to model the class prediction as 

a nonlinear combination of the inputs.
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Figure 5. single layer feed forward networks

Figure 6. Multilayer feedforward neural network
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2.2.2 Training Algorithms

The property that is of primary significance for a neural network is 

the ability of the network to learn from its environment, and to 

improve its performance through learning. Depending on the manner in 

which the neural networks are learning, the networks are divided into 

supervised learning network and unsupervised learning network, which 

are also referred to as learning with a teacher and learning without a 

teacher respectively. In conceptual, we may think of the teacher as 

having knowledge of the environment represented by a set of 

input-output examples. The environment is, however, unknown to the 

neural network of interest. Suppose that the teacher and the neural 

network are both exposed to a training vector (examples) drawn from 

the environment. By virtue of built-in knowledge, the teacher is able to 

provide the neural network with a desired response for that training 

vector. Indeed, the desired response represents the optimum action to be 

performed by the neural network. The network parameters are adjusted 

under the combined influence of the training vector and the error 

signal. The error signal is defined as the difference between the desired 

response and the actual response of the network. This adjustment is 

carried out iteratively in a step-by-step fashion with the aim of 

eventually making the neural network emulate the teacher, the emulation 

is presumed to be optimum in some statistical sense. In this way 

knowledge of the environment available to the teacher is transferred to 

the neural network through training as fully as possible. When this 

condition is reached, we may then dispense with the teacher and let the 

neural network deal with the environment completely by itself (Haykin, 
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2004).

  In Supervised Mutilayer Feedforward Neural Network (SMFNN) 

model, input vectors and the corresponding target vectors are used to 

train the network until it can approximate a function, associate input 

vectors with specific output vectors, or classify input vectors in an 

appropriate way. The most common and standard algorithm for training 

the neural network is the backpropagation of error, of which the central 

idea is that the error for the neurons of the hidden layer are 

determined by back-propagating the error of the neurons of the output 

layer. Standard backpropagation algorithm has two processes which are 

feedforward operation and learning. 

In feedforward operation input vectors or patterns are presented in 

input layer and each neuron in hidden layer is calculated into the 

activation of a single neuron net, which is a dot product of 

input vectors and weight value of neurons in hidden layer. 

net 
  

 


  

  

 


                          (2.1)

where  is a dimension of input vector.  and  are the 

index of neurons in input layer and hidden layer respectively. 


  are the weight value between input vectors and neurons in 

hidden layer.  is the weight value of bias in hidden layer 

which is usually assumed as   
  ,   . 

Substituting net into activation function ,  is calculated.

   net                                            (2.2)
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Each neuron in output layer is calculated into the activation of a 

single neuron net, which is a dot product of  and weight 

value of neurons in output layer.

net 
  




   

  




                         (2.3)  

  where  is a number of neurons in hidden layer and k is the 

index of neurons in output layer. 
  are the weight value of 

neurons between hidden layer and output layer. 

Substituting net into activation function , network output 

 is calculated.

   net    
  




     

  




  

  

 


        (2.4)

In learning process a set of weight is updated to ensure that the 

network output  are close to the target output value  by 

back-propagating the error  of the neurons of the output 

layer. While there are a number of performance functions 

assessing the error, it is typical to use the squared error.

  
  

 

 
                                     (2.5)     

  where  is a number of neurons in output layer.

Standard backpropagation is based on gradient descent algorithm, in 

which the network weights are moved along the negative of the 

gradient of the performance function. Weight adjustments are made by 
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multiplying the error gradient with respect to the weight by a learning 

rate . 

∆  


                                          (2.6)

Weight value of neurons between hidden layer and output layer is 

updated, which is then used to update the weight value of neurons 

between input layer and hidden layer. Updating the weight value of 

neurons between hidden layer and output layer is defined as 
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Updating the weight value of neurons between input layer and 

hidden layer is defined as
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With backpropagation, the input data is repeatedly presented to the 

neural network. With each presentation the output of the neural network 

is compared to the desired output and an error is computed. This error 

is then backpropagated to the neural network and used to adjust the 

weights as 

In Eq. (2.11) such that the error decreases with each iteration and 

the neural network gets closer and closer to producing the desired 

output.

   ∆                                (2.11)

where h is number of iteration, epoch. 

There are a number of variations in backpropagation training 

algorithms that are based on other standard optimization techniques, 

such as conjugate gradient and Newton's method. The steepest descent 

algorithm is the simplest and often the slowest. The conjugate gradient 

algorithm and Newton's method generally provide faster convergence. 
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2.3 Confluence Mixing

Dispersion characteristics of pollutants must be well understood to 

deal with water pollution problems in streams and rivers. Physically, 

dispersion, which is the spreading out of pollutants across and along 

streams, arises due to the combined effect of the differences in velocity 

and turbulent diffusion. 

In natural streams, stream width is much greater than depth. So 

transverse dispersion is more important than vertical mixing, especially 

when dealing with the mixing of pollutants in meandering streams. 

Some of researchers have conducted a large number of experiments 

on transverse mixing, both in straight rectangular laboratory channels 

and in natural or irregular channels (Elder 1959; Miller and Richardson 

1974; Holly 1975; Lau and Krishnappan 1977; Webel and Schatzmann 

1984; Nokes and Wood 1988).  

However, because natural streams are rarely straight and prismatic 

for considerable distances, the hydrodynamic effects induced by 

geometric non-uniformity and channel meandering should be taken into 

account in the analysis of pollutant mixing (Baek et al. 2006).

Natural channels differ from uniform rectangular ones in three 

important respects : the depth may vary irregularly, the channel is 

likely to curve, and there may be large sidewall irregularities such as 

groins or points of land. None of these factors are thought to have 

much influence on the rate of vertical mixing. The rate of transverse 

mixing is strongly affected by the channel irregularities because they 

are capable of generating a wide variety of transverse motions. The 

study of Holley et al. (1972) showed the effect of a cross-sectional 
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depth variation in a straight trapezoidal canal. It showed that the 

concentration distribution resulting from a side injection in a trapezoidal 

channel differs from that in a rectangular channel, the details depending 

on what cross-sectional variations of velocity and mixing coefficient are 

assumed. Bends and sidewall irregularities are common to many 

channels and have a major effect on transverse mixing. Holley and 

Abraham's (1973a) laboratory studies of groins gave some indication of 

the effect of sidewall irregularities.

If a pollutant is discharged at the side of a channel, the width over 

which mixing must take place is twice that for a centerline injection, 

but the boundary conditions are otherwise identical. The case of side 

injection (neglecting effects of momentum and buoyancy of the 

discharge) is similar to just one side of the centerline injection. For a 

given rate of injection of mass the concentration in the side injection is 

twice that of the centerline injection, but the rate of increase of the 

variance will be the same. This can be seen in the experimental results 

of a study in an irrigation canal near Albuquerque, New Mexico, by 

Fischer (1967b). 

Study site of this study is in case of mixing of two streams which 

flow together at a smooth junction, and whose density is nearly the 

same so that the streams flow side by side until turbulence 

accomplishes the mixing. 
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Figure 7. Confluence mixing 
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Chapter 3. Data Collection

3.1 Study Site and Available Data

3.1.1 Study site

For the application of this study, several conditions must be met. 

First, discharge of tributary should be sufficient. Second, the pollution 

constantly flows in. And last, daily water quality data should be 

available at confluence of the tributary stream. 

In this study, the reach between upstream and downstream reaches 

of the Gangjeong-Goryeong Weir to Dalsung Weir of  the Nakdong 

River was selected as the study site. In this area, Kumho River, the 

second largest tributary of Nakdong River, flows into the left bank of 

Nakdong River. Contaminants from the Daegu, one of the major cities 

in South Korea, are always introduced through the Kumho River. And 

there are 2 automatic water quality monitoring stations(Dasan, 

Gangchang) and 2 water discharge monitoring station(Seongju, Sungsu) 

before confluence and three fixed water quality measuring sensors and 

1 automatic water quality monitoring stations(Goryeong) are located 

downstream of the confluence.
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Figure 8.  Study site ( adoped from Park et al.,2017)
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3.1.2 Monitoring Method

(1) Tracing test using EC

EC(Electric conductivity) is a measure of the ability of water to 

pass an electrical current. Conductivity in water is affected by the 

presence of inorganic dissolved solids such as chloride, nitrate, sulfate, 

and phosphate anions (ions that carry a negative charge) or sodium, 

magnesium, calcium, iron, and aluminum cations (ions that carry a 

positive charge). Organic compounds like oil, phenol, alcohol, and sugar 

do not conduct electrical current very well and therefore have a low 

conductivity when in water. Conductivity is also affected by 

temperature: the warmer the water, the higher the conductivity. For this 

reason, conductivity is reported as conductivity at 25 degrees Celsius 

(25 C). The basic unit of measurement of conductivity is the mho or 

siemens. Conductivity is measured in micromhos per centimeter 

(µmhos/cm) or microsiemens per centimeter (µs/cm). Distilled water has 

a conductivity in the range of 0.5 to 3 µmhos/cm. The conductivity of 

rivers in the United States generally ranges from 50 to 1500 µmhos/cm. 

Studies of inland fresh waters indicate that streams supporting good 

mixed fisheries have a range between 150 and 500 µhos/cm. 

A YSI-6600OMS sensor was used to measure EC concentration. The 

sonde of the YSI-6600OMS utilize a cell with four pure nickel 

electrodes for the measurement of conductance. Two of the electrodes 

are current driven, and two are used to measure the voltage drop. The 

measured voltage drop is then converted into a conductance value in 

milli-Siemens per cm (mS/cm). The measurement range is 0~100000 

µs/cm, the resolution is 1µs/cm, and the accuracy is 0.5%.
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The EC tracer test was conducted at the confluence of the Nakdong 

and Kumho rivers located downstream of Gangjeong-Goryeong Weir in 

July 2015 on the study sites (National Institute of Environmental 

Research, 2015). As shown in Figure 1, the total length was 10km of 

mainstream. A YSI-6600OMS sensor was used to measure the 

transverse mixing of EC concentration flowing into the mainstream 

through the tributary. It was measured continuously at a total of 8 

sections from Sec.-1 to Sec.7  including upstream and downstream of 

the confluence point (Sec.-1, Sec.1) in the transverse direction.
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Figure 9. Site map of tracing test using EC

Case Date
Q

(/s)

H

(m)

U

(m/s)

W

(m)

ND-EC21
2015.7.21

~ 2015.7.22
130.1 5.40 0.086 384.8

Table 1. Hydraulic data for Nakdong River
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(2) Automatic water quality monitoring station

Over the four major rivers, a total of 70 automatic water quality 

monitoring stations are installed and operated by Ministry of 

Environment. Among them, 24 stations are located in the Nakdong 

River basin. At the automatic water quality monitoring station, the five 

factors (water temperature, pH, DO, electric conductivity, and total 

organic carbon) are essentially measured. And factors such as turbidity, 

TN, TP, Chl-a are selectively collected. The data obtained from the 

automatic water quality monitoring station are from January 2012 to 

June 2017. 

The process of the automatic water quality monitoring station is 

shown in Figure 10. and detailed specifications of are shown in Table 

3.
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Figure 10. Process of automatic water quality monitoring station
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a) Dasan automatic water quality monitoring station.

b) Gangchang automatic water quality monitoring station.

c) Goryeong automatic water quality monitoring station.

Figure 11. A view of automatic water quality monitoring station 
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Station Location Year
Discharge ()

Drought
Period

Low
Period

Normal
Period

Flood 
Period

Seongju

(Nakdong 

River)

Seongju

Bridge

2014 70.75 99.87 156.54 725.03

2015 49.72 67.75 89.78 254.64

2016 27.12 68.64 138.13 834.15

Seongseo

(Gumho 

River)

Gang-

chang

Bridge

2014 15.71 21.98 33.97 200.21

2015 13.74 18.64 27.17 74.24

2016 14.76 21.37 35.96 182.1

Table 2. Discharge data of study site

Station Location Period Variables

Dasan
Nogok-ri 

1467-1
2012.01 ~ 2017.06

WT, pH, EC, DO, 

Chl-a, Tubidity, 

TN, TP, TOC

Gangchang
Haryang

Bridge
2012.01 ~ 2017.06

WT, pH, EC, DO, 

Chl-a, TOC

Goryeong
Goryeong

Bridge
2012.01 ~ 2017.06

WT, pH, EC, DO, 

Chl-a, Tubidity, 

TN,, TP, TOC

Table 3. Water quality data of automatic water quality monitoring station 
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(3) Fixed water quality measuring sensor

For the fixed water quality measuring sensors, YSI-6600 V2, YSI 

6600EDS V2 are used. These devices are designed to be easy to use 

in the field and can measure the water temperature, electric conductivity 

basically and DO, pH, Chl-a, turbidity and BGA by installing additional 

probe sensor. The measured water quality variable data were saved 

every 5 minutes, and the sensor was calibrated and backed up once a 

every month. 

The data from ARCWQ-1 are from January 2014 to April 2017. 

The data from ARCWQ-2 are from June 2013 to April 2017. And the 

data from ARCWQ-3 are from October 2015 to April 2017. 

The season where the missing data occurred most frequently due to 

the problem of operating equipment was summer and the season where 

data exceeding the measurement range of the sensor occurred most was 

summer and fall.
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Figure 12.  YSI-6600 V2 and YSI-6600EDS V2

a) ARCWQ-1

b) ARCWQ-2

c) ARCWQ-3

Figure 13. A view of fixed water quality measuring sensors 
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Station Location Period Variables

ARCWQ-1 Samunjin Ferry

2013.06 ~ 

2015.10

WT, pH, EC, 

DO, Chl-a, Tubidity

2015.10 ~ 

2017.05

WT, pH, EC, 

DO, BGA

ARCWQ-2
Wolseong 

Pumping station

2014.04 ~ 

2015.10

WT, pH, EC, 

DO, Chl-a, Tubidity

2015.10 ~ 

2017.05

WT, pH, EC, 

DO, Chl-a, BGA,

Tubidity

ARCWQ-3
Songgok

Pumping station

2015.11 ~ 

2017.05

WT, pH, EC, 

DO, Chl-a, BGA,

Tubidity

Table 4. Water quality data of fixed water quality measuring sensors 
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Figure 14. Operation efficiency of ARCWQ-1 

Figure 15. Operation efficiency of ARCWQ-2 

Figure 16. Operation efficiency of ARCWQ-3 
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3.2 Analysis of Data

In this study, 6 sets of water quality data were available. 3 sets are 

obtained from the automatic water quality monitoring stations (Dasan, 

Gangchang and Goryeong station) installed and operated by the 

Ministry of Environment. And others are obtained from the fixed water 

quality measuring sensors (ARCWQ-1, ARCWQ-2 and ARCWQ-3) by 

ARCROM (Advanced Research Center for River Operation and 

Management) research center. Among the obtained water quality data, 4 

variables (pH, EC, DO, Chl-a) are selected for this study. 

(1) Data from tracing test using EC

In the field EC tracer experiment conducted in July 2015, the 

measured EC value at the Sec.-1, upstream of the confluence, is 271 

~280 μS/cm. There was almost no difference in lateral distribution. The 

EC value of 495 flows through the Kumho River. At Sec.1, 

downstream of the confluence, the maximum concentration of EC in the 

left bank of the main stream increased to 430 μS/cm. Afterwards, 

lateral mixing was gradually increased from Sec.2 toward the flow 

direction. And it was found that mixing was almost completed in the 

lateral direction at Sec.6. At Sec.7, the value of EC at the left bank 

was higher due to the influx of another tributary.

As a result of measurement at Sec.1, the EC concentration was 

high on the left bank of the mainstream due to contaminants flowed 

through the tributary flow. At Sec.3, 2km downstream of the 

confluence, the transverse mixing increased gradually and after Sec.4, 
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4.5km downstream of the confluence, the mixing was completed and 

the EC concentration became the same in the left and right bank of 

mainstream.
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Section
ECm ax

(μS/cm)

ECm in

(μS/cm)
∆EC (μS/cm)

-1 280 271 9

1 430 256 174

2 318 281 37

3 366 302 64

4 351 340 11

5 364 355 9

6 354 350 4

7 352 330 22

Table 5. Results of the tracing test using EC
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Figure 17. Concentration results of tracing test using EC 
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(2) Data from the automatic water quality monitoring stations

In case of pH, averaged value of mainstream (Dasan Stations) shows 

the 8.1 and higher than that of tributary (Gangchang Stations) 7.4. 

After confluence, pH value shows the 7.8 at Goryeong Stations. 

Averaged EC value of mainstream shows the 289μs/Cm and almost 

440μs/Cm lower than that of tributary 733μs/Cm. The EC value of 

mainstream after confluence, shows the 427μs/Cm. The averaged DO 

value before confluence, shows averaged 9.9mg/L at mainstream and 

9.8mg/L at tributary. After confluence, DO value of mainstream shows 

the 9.2mg/L. The averaged Chl-a value of mainstream shows the 27.5μ

g/L and that of tributary shows 16.1μg/L before confluence. After 

confluence, value of mainstream shows 14.7μg/L. 

At the tributaries, the averaged pH value are lower and the 

averaged EC value are higher than that of mainstream. However, as the 

pollutants flowed with the mainstream, the middle value was appeared 

at the Goryeong Stations located on about 13km downward from the 

confluence. In case of DO, the difference between mainstream and 

tributary was not large and showed similar values. But at the Goryeong 

Station, the averaged DO value showed the lowest value. The averaged 

Chl-a value shows 27.5, the high value at the mainstream. Before 

confluence, 16.1 at the tributary, and lowest value 14.7 at the 

mainstream after confluence.    
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Dasan pH
Min Max Mean

Standard
Deviation

6.8 9.2 8.17 0.51

Dasan EC
Min Max Mean

Standard
Deviation

113 561 288.87 71.28

Dasan DO
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

5.0 16.7 10.60 2.16

Dasan Chl-a
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

0 310 22.43 22.62

Gangchang pH
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

6.6 8.7 7.44 0.31

Gangchang EC
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

135 1405 733.09 191.48

Gangchang DO
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

1.8 16.3 9.04 2.88

Gangchang Chl-a
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

0 139.6 20.80 18.13

Goryeong pH
Min Max Mean

Standard
Deviation

6.4 9.2 7.8 0.46

Goryeong EC
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

138 802 427.85 119.79

Goryeong DO
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

2.8 16.0 9.91 2.65

Goryeong Chl-a
Min Max Mean Standard

Deviation

1.2 152.2 27.49 20.44

Table 6. Statical analysis of data from the automatic water quality 

monitoring station
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Figure 18. Data from the automatic water quality monitoring stations (pH)

Figure 19. Data from the automatic water quality monitoring stations (EC)
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Figure 20. Data from the automatic water quality monitoring stations (DO)

Figure 21. Data from the automatic water quality monitoring stations (Chl-a)
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Table 7. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring 

station (pH)  

Figure 22. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring station 

(pH)
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Table 8. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring 

station (EC)  

Figure 23. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring station 

(EC)
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Table 9. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring 

station (DO)  

Figure 24. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring station 

(DO)
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Table 10. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring 

station (Chl-a)  

Figure 25. Data distribution from the Dasan water quality monitoring station 

(Chl-a)
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Table 11. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality 

monitoring station (pH) 

Figure 26. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality monitoring 

station (pH) 
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Table 12. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality 

monitoring station (EC)  

Figure 27. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality monitoring 

station (EC) 
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Table 13. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality 

monitoring station (DO)

Figure 28. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality monitoring 

station (DO) 
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Table 14. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality 

monitoring station (Chl-a)  

Figure 29. Data distribution from the Gangchang water quality monitoring 

station (Chl-a) 
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Table 15. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (pH)  

Figure 30. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (pH) 
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Table 16. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (EC) 

Figure 31. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (EC) 
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Table 17. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (DO) 

Figure 32. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (DO) 
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Table 18. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (Chl-a) 

Figure 33. Data distribution from the Goryeong water quality monitoring 

station (Chl-a) 
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(3) Data from fixed water quality measuring sensors

The fixed water quality measuring sensors ARCWQ-1, ARCWQ-2, 

and ARCWQ-3 installed and operated by ARCROM are located 

downward from the confluence 2km,  6.5km, and 8.5km from the 

confluence respectively. 

The data of water quality variables from the fixed water quality 

measuring sensors are correlated more with mainstream (Nakdong River) 

than tributary (Kumho River). 

The data of pH, EC, DO shows similar mean value at ARCWQ-1 

(pH 7.7, EC 428, DO 9.7) and ARCWQ-2 (pH 7.9, EC 430, DO 9.5). 

at the ARCWQ-3, mean value of pH are also similar with ARCWQ-1, 

and ARCWQ-2 but mean value of EC and DO show the higher mean 

value than one of ARCWQ-1 and ARCWQ-2. In case of Chl-a, the 

average value is decreased while flowing in the downstream direction 

(ARCWQ-1 16.1, ARCWQ-2 13.9, ARCWQ-3 10.8).
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Figure 34. Data from the fixed water quality measuring sensor (pH)

Figure 35. Data from the fixed water quality measuring sensor (EC)
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Figure 36. Data from the fixed water quality measuring sensor (DO)

Figure 37. Data from the fixed water quality measuring sensor (Chl-a)
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Dasan pH Dasan EC Dasan DO Dasan Chl-a

ARCWQ-1 pH 0.481

ARCWQ-1 EC 0.753

ARCWQ-1 DO 0.740

ARCWQ-1 Chl-a 0.381

ARCWQ-2 pH 0.527

ARCWQ-2 EC 0.854

ARCWQ-2 DO 0.603

ARCWQ-2 Chl-a 0.515

ARCWQ-3 pH 0.447

ARCWQ-3 EC 0.837

ARCWQ-3 DO 0.817

ARCWQ-3 Chl-a 0.357

Goryeong pH 0.612

Goryeong EC 0.826

Goryeong DO 0.808

Goryeong Chl-a 0.474

Table 19. Correlation factor with Dasan water quality variables  

Gangchang

pH

Gangchang

EC

Gangchang

DO

Gangchang

Chl-a

ARCWQ-1 pH 0.222

ARCWQ-1 EC 0.514

ARCWQ-1 DO 0.769

ARCWQ-1 Chl-a -0.021

ARCWQ-2 pH 0.203

ARCWQ-2 EC 0.682

ARCWQ-2 DO 0.574

ARCWQ-2 Chl-a 0.043

ARCWQ-3 pH 0.423

ARCWQ-3 EC 0.609

ARCWQ-3 DO 0.747

ARCWQ-3 Chl-a 0.231

Goryeong pH 0.425

Goryeong EC 0.559

Goryeong DO 0.780

Goryeong Chl-a 0.116

Table 20. Correlation factor with Gangchang water quality variables 
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Chapter 4. Model development

4.1 Improvement of ANN model

4.1.1 Resilient Backpropagation Method

The neural network training is an unconstrained nonlinear 

minimization problem in which weights of a network are iteratively 

modified to minimize the overall mean or total squared error between 

the desired and actual output values for all output nodes over all input 

patterns. The existence of many different optimization methods 

(Fletcher, 1987) provides various choices for neural network training. 

There is no algorithm currently available to guarantee the global 

optimal solution for a general nonlinear optimization problem in a 

reasonable amount of time. As such, all optimization algorithms in 

practice inevitably suffer from the local optima problems and the most 

thing we can do is to use the available optimization method which can 

give the best local optima if the true global solution is not available. 

The most popularly used training method is the backpropagation 

algorithm which is the most widely used algorithm for supervised 

learning with multi-layered feed-forward networks. The basic idea of the 

backpropagation learning algorithm is the repeated application of the 

chain rule to compute the influence of each weight in the network with 

respect to an arbitrary errorfunction E
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(4.1)

where is the weight from neuron j to neuron i,  is the 

output, and  is the weighted sum of the inputs of neuron. 

Once the partial derivative for each weight is known, the aim of 

minimizing the errorfunction is achieved by performing a simple 

gradient descent 

    


                         (4.2)        

      

Obviously, the choice of the learning rate  is crucial for 

backpropagation learning algorithm since it determines the 

magnitude of weight changes. It has an important effect on the 

time needed until convergence is reached. Furthermore it can be 

very sensitive to the choice of the learning rate. If it is set too 

small, too many steps are needed to reach an acceptable 

solution; on the contrary a large learning rate will possibly lead 

to oscillation, preventing the error to fall below a certain value. 

An early way proposed to get rid of the above problem is to 

introduce a momentum-term : 

∆   


∆                         

(4.3)

where the momentum parameter μ scales the influence of the 

previous step on the current. 

The momentum-term is believed to render the learning procedure 
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more-stable and to accelerate convergence in shallow regions of the 

errorfunction.

However, the optimal value of the momentum parameter μ is 

equally problem dependent as the learning rate , and no 

general improvement can be accomplished.

In that reason, many algorithms have been proposed so far to deal 

with the problem of appropriate weight-update by doing some sort of 

parameter adaptation during learning. They can roughly be separated 

into two categories : global and local strategies. Global adaptation 

techniques make use of the knowledge of the state of the entire 

network (eg. the direction of the previous weight-step) to modify global 

parameters. Whereas local strategies use only weight-specific information 

(eg. the partial derivative) to adapt weight specific parameters. Besides 

the fact, that local adaptation strategies are more closely related to the 

concept of neural learning and are better suited for parallel 

implementations. Their superiority over global learning algorithms has 

been impressively demonstrated in various published technical reports.

The majority of both global and local adaptive algorithms performs 

a modification of a (probably weight-specific) learning-rate according to 

the observed behavior of the errorfunction. The adapted learning rate is 

eventually used to calculate the weight-step.

What is often disregarded is that the size of the actually taken 

weight-step ∆ is not only dependent on the (adapted) 

learning-rate, but also on the partial derivative 


. So the 

effect of the carefully adapted learning-rate can be drastically 

disturbed by the unforseeable behaviour of the derivative itself. 

In this study, to avoid the problem of 'blurred adaptivity’, the 
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resilient propagation method was adopted. The resilient 

propagation method changes the size-of the weight-update 

∆ directly, without considering the size of the partial 

derivative. 

Another reason for adopt resilient propagation method is “squasing” 

function. Multi-layer networks typically use sigmoid transfer functions in 

the hidden layers. These functions are often called “squashing” 

functions, since they compress an infinite input range into a finite 

output range. Sigmoid functions are characterized by the fact that their 

slope must approach zero as the input gets large. This causes a 

problem when using steepest descent to train a multi-layer network with 

sigmoid functions, since the gradient can have a very small magnitude; 

and therefore, cause small changes in the weights and biases, even 

though the weights and biases are far from their optimal values. In 

resilient propagation method simply ‘clip’ the logistic activation function 

in at a value, that could be reasonably distinguished from the 

asymptotic boundary value. This results in an always non-zero 

derivative, preventing the unit of getting stuck. Especially in more 

difficult problems, this worked far more stable than adding a small 

constant value to the derivation of the activation function. 

 In resilient back-propagation (RB) training algorithm, only the sign 

of the derivative is used to determine the direction of the weight 

update; the magnitude of the derivative has no effect on the weight 

update. The size of the weight change is determined by a separate 

update value. The update value for each weight and bias is increased 

by a factor whenever the derivative of the performance function with 

respect to that weight has the same sign for two successive iterations. 
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Table 21. Activation functions 

The update value is decreased by a factor whenever the derivative with 

respect to weight changes sign from the previous iteration. If the 

derivative is zero, then the update value remains the same. Whenever 

the weights are oscillating the weight change will be reduced. If the 

weight continues to change in the same direction for several iterations, 

then the magnitude of the weight change will be increased. 
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4.1.2 Ensemble Method

The supervised learning algorithms are commonly described as 

performing the task of searching through a hypothesis space to find a 

suitable hypothesis that will make good predictions with a particular 

problem. But it may be very difficult to find a good one. Ensembles 

combine multiple hypotheses to form a better hypothesis. The ensemble 

method is based on the idea that one might improve the performance 

of a single generic predictor, by combining the outputs of several 

individual predictors (Krogh and Vedelsby, 1995). Empirically, an 

ensemble techniques have been applied with considerable success in 

hydrology and environmental science, as an approach to enhance the 

skill of forecasts (Krogh and Vedelsby, 1995; Araghinejad et al., 2011). 

The application of an ensemble method is divided into two steps. The 

first step is the creation of individual ensemble members, and the 

second step is the combination of outputs from the ensemble members 

to produce the ensemble output (Shu and Burn, 2004, Araghinejad et 

al., 2011). 

4.1.2.1 Creating Ensemble Members 

Popular methods for creating ensemble members are Bagging 
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(Breiman, 1996) and Boosting (Schapire, 1990; Freund and Schapire, 

1996, Shu and Burn, 2004). Bagging algorithm is based on the 

bootstrap statistical resampling technique (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). 

In the bagging algorithm also known as ‘bootstrap aggregation’, the 

first step involves creating multiple models. These models are generated 

random sub-samples of the dataset which are drawn from the original 

dataset randomly. In bootstrap sampling, some original examples appear 

more than once and some original examples are not present in the 

sample. If you want to create a sub-dataset with m elements, you 

should select a random element from the original dataset m times. And 

if the goal is generating n dataset, you follow this step n times. At the 

end, we have n datasets where the number of elements in each dataset 

is m. The second step in bagging is aggregating the generated models. 

Each sub-samples can be generated independently from each other. So 

generation and training can be done in parallel.

The term “boosting” is used to describe a family of algorithms 

which are able to convert weak models to strong models. Boosting 

incrementally builds an ensemble by training each model with the same 

dataset but where the weights of instances are adjusted according to the 

error of the last prediction. In other words, boosting algorithm trains 

the first predictor with the original training set, and the training set of 

a new predictor is assembled based on the performance of the previous 

predictors. The learning patterns whose predicted values obtained from 

the previous predictor differ significantly from their observed values are 

adjusted with higher probability of being sampled. The main idea is 

forcing the models to focus on the instances which are hard.
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4.1.2.2 Combining Outputs of Ensemble Members 

Once a set of ensemble members has been created, an effective 

way of combining their outputs must be found. The voting and 

averaging are two of the easiest ensemble methods. They are both easy 

to understand and implement. Voting is used for classification and 

averaging is used for regression. In both methods, the first step is to 

create multiple classification/regression models using some training 

dataset. Each base model can be created using different splits of the 

same training dataset and same algorithm, or using the same dataset 

with different algorithms, or any other method. 

Among the voting technique, majority voting is widely used 

technique. Every model makes a prediction (votes) for each test 

instance and the final output prediction is the one that receives more 

than half of the votes. If none of the predictions get more than half of 

the votes, we may say that the ensemble method could not make a 

stable prediction for this instance. Although this is a widely used 

technique, you may try the most voted prediction (even if that is less 

than half of the votes) as the final prediction. In some articles, this 

method being called “plurality voting”. Unlike majority voting, in 

weighted voting, each model has the same rights, we can increase the 
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importance of one or more models. 

In simple averaging method, for every instance of test dataset, the 

average predictions are calculated. This method often reduces overfit 

and creates a smoother regression model. Weighted averaging is a 

slightly modified version of simple averaging, where the prediction of 

each model is multiplied by the weight and then their average is 

calculated.

Stacking, also known as stacked generalization(Wolpert, 1992), is 

an ensemble method where the models are combined using another 

machine learning algorithm. The basic idea is to train machine learning 

algorithms with training dataset and then generate a new dataset with 

these models. Then this new dataset is used as input for the combiner 

machine learning algorithm. The training dataset for combiner algorithm 

is generated using the outputs of the base algorithms. The base 

algorithm is generated using training dataset and then the same dataset 

is used again to make predictions. But in the real world, it does not 

use the same training dataset for prediction, so to overcome this 

problem some implementations of stacking where training dataset is 

splitted. 

4.1.2.3 ANN Ensemble 

The generalization ability of ANN can be improved by combining 

several ANN in redundant ensembles, where the member networks are 

redundant in that each of them provides a solution to the same task, or 

task component, even though this solution might be obtained by 

different methods (Sharkey, 1999). The ANN ensembles offer a number 

of advantages over a single ANN in that they have the potential for 
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improved generalization and increased stability (Sharkey, 1999). See and 

Abrahart (2001) used ANN data fusion strategies for continuous river 

level forecasting where data fusion is the amalgamation of information 

from multiple sensors and/or different data sources. Abrahart and See 

(2002) evaluated six data fusion strategies and found that ANN data 

fusion provided the best solution for a stable region. 

The basic ANN ensemble with simple averaging method is very 

simple and several researchers (Agrafiotis et al., 2002; Opitz and 

Maclin, 1999) found that this simple method can produce results as 

accurate as the more complex bagging and boosting methods. In this 

study, the basic network ensemble with simple averaging method was 

used. To the estimate the result, the root-mean-square error (RMSE), 

interquartile range (IQR) and   value were used. The RMSE 

value was used to measure the whole bias error between the 

ensemble means and the observed values, and The IQR value 

was used to measure the variance error of the ANN ensemble 

model itself. The   value is a number that indicates how well 

data fit a statistical model. So it was used to estimate the 

performance of this models.   

R M S E = 





                                          

(4.4)

where, n is the number of the observed data.

                                    (4.5)
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where  and  are the 25th and 75th percentile values of 

the ANN ensemble model result for the th data set.

  


                                               (4.6)

 



                                            (4.7)

 



 
                                           (4.8)

 is the total sum of squared, and  is the sum of squares of 

residuals.  is the th observed value or target value.  is the mean 

value of  for all the observed data set.  is the ensemble mean of 

network for the th data set. 
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4.2 Model Construction

4.2.1 Data sampling

As described above, ANN model is data-driven model. So most 

important thing is the quality of available data. But even if the quality 

of the data is guaranteed, The ANN model predict different results 

despite using the same training input data. So, the next important thing 

is the pre-treatment process of the data. The imbalance of the training 

data set is one of the fundamental problems in ANN modeling, and has 

recently drawn much attention (Zhou and Liu, 2006, Alejo et al., 2007, 

Yoon and Kwek, 2007 and Nguyen et al., 2008). The neural network 

has difficulty in learning from imbalanced data sets, since the network 

tends to ignore the minority class, and treats it as noise, due to the 

overwhelming training instances of the majority class (e.g. Murphey et 

al., 2004 and Nguyen et al., 2008). In this study, for this reason, the  

stratified sampling method was used to reduce the sampling error. The 

stratified sampling is the process of dividing members input data into 

homogeneous subgroups before sampling. The strata should be mutually 

exclusive and also be collectively exhaustive. This often improves the 
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representativeness of the sample by reducing sampling error. Also it can 

produce a weighted mean that has less variability than the arithmetic 

mean of a simple random sample of the population. To avoid the 

biased sampling in available data set and obtain the appropriate model, 

training, validation, test data set was sampled by a stratified sampling 

method according to the distribution ratio of parameters have.

In this study, the observed data of automatic water quality 

monitoring stations at Goryeong station was used for model developed. 

The data varies from  November 2013 to June 2017. 

The number of each variables are 1238 in pH. 1276 in EC, 1237 in 

DO, and 1234 in Chl-a respectively. The stratified sampling method are 

used to reduce the sampling error. The distribution of the data for each 

factor is shown in Table 22. to Table 25. The data classified as table 

are averaged through ensemble method. The ANN model constructed by 

stratified sampling shows a more robust and less varied accurate 

prediction accuracy.
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Interval　

distribution of data number of sampling data set

# of data
ratio

(%)
Training Validation Test

01 7 0.55
22 2 2

02 19 1.48

03 121 9.43 97 12 12

04 224 17.46 180 22 22

05 359 27.98 289 35 35

06 206 16.06 166 20 20

07 189 14.73 153 18 18

08 97 7.56 79 9 9

09 55 4.29
49 6 6

10 6 0.47

Total 1283 100 1035 124 124

Table 22. Stratified samplinig results of pH (Goryeong)

Interval　

distribution of data number of sampling data set

# of data
ratio

(%)
Training Validation Test

01 18 1.41 16 1 1

02 87 6.58 71 8 8

03 173 13.56 139 17 17

04 313 24.53 251 31 31

05 275 21.55 221 27 27

06 196 15.36 158 19 19

07 100 7.84 80 10 10

08 65 5.09 53 6 6

09 32 2.51 26 3 3

10 20 1.57 16 2 2

Total 1276 100 1028 124 124

Table 23. Stratified samplinig results of EC (Goryeong)
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boundary

Interval　

distribution of data number of sampling data set

# of data
ratio

(%)
Training Validation Test

01 6 0.48
33 4 4

02 35 2.83

03 99 8 79 10 10

04 212 17.14 170 21 21

05 215 17.38 173 21 21

06 202 16.33 162 20 20

07 157 12.69 127 15 15

08 147 11.88 119 14 14

09 133 10.75 107 13 13

10 31 2.51 25 3 3

Total 1237 100 995 121 121

Table 24.  Stratified samplinig results of DO (Goryeong)

boundary

Interval　

distribution of data number of sampling data set

# of data
ratio

(%)
Training Validation Test

01 374 30.31 300 37 37

02 4.7 35.41 39 4 4

03 266 21.56 214 26 26

04 97 7.86 79 9 9

05 23 1.86 19 2 2

06 11 0.89 9 1 1

07 7 0.57
15 1 1

08 10 0.81

09 5 0.41
7 1 1

10 4 0.32

Total 1234 100 682 81 81

Table 25.  Stratified samplinig results of Chl-a (Goryeong)
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Figure 38.  Stratified Sampling Method
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4.2.2 ANN with RB method

The resilient propagation method performs a direct adaptation of 

the weight step based on local gradient information. The effort of 

adaptation is not blurred by gradient behaviour whatsoever.

To achieve this, each weight its individual update-value ∆, 

which solely determines the size of the weight-update. This 

adaptive update-value evolves during the learning process based 

on its local sight on the errorfunction E, according to the 

following learning-rule;

∆
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     (4.9)

    

   where       

The adaptation-rule works as follows : Every time the partial 

derivative of the corresponding weight ∆ changes its sign, 

which indicates that the last update was too big and the 

algorithm has jumped over a local minimum, the update-value 

∆ is decreased by the factor  . If the derivative retains its 

sign, the update-value at is slightly increased in order to 

accelerate convergence in shallow regions.

Once the update-value for each weight is adapted, the 
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weight-update itself follows a very simple rule : if the derivative is 

positive (increasing error), the weight is decreased by its update-value, 

if the derivative is negative, the update-value is added :

∆
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             (4.10)
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However if the partial derivative changes sign, ie. the previous step 

was too large and the minimum was missed, the previous weight-update 

is reverted : 

∆
   ∆
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          (4.11)

Due to that 'backtracking' weight-step, the derivative is supposed to 

change its sign once again in the following step. In order to avoid a 

double punishment of the update-value, there should be no adaptation 

of the update-value in the succeeding step. In practice this can be done 

by setting 
 

   

  in the ∆ adaptation-rule above.

The update-values and the weights are changed every time the 

whole pattern set has been presented once to the n network (learning 

by epoch). In contrast to all other algorithms, only the sign of the 

partial derivative is used to perform both learning and adaptation. That 
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can be straight forward and very efficiently computed with respect to 

both time and storage consumption. Another often discussed aspect of 

common gradient descent is, that the weights far away from the 

output-layer are less modified and do learn much slower. Using resilient 

propagation method the size of the weight-step is only dependent on 

the sequence of signs, not on the magnitude of the derivative. For that 

reason, learning is spread equally all over the entire network; weights 

near the input layer have the equal chance to grow and learn as 

weights near the output layer.

For the comparison, Levenberg-Marquat algorithm was used. The 

Levenberg-Marquat algorithm has been applied to the training of ANN 

to predict streamflow and water quality. (eg, Zamani et al, 2009). 
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a) pH

b) EC

c) DO

Chl-a

< RMSE Value > < R squared Value >

Figure 39. Comparison of prediction results between LM and RB 
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4.3 Model Comparison

Each one-step ahead water quality prediction ANN ensemble model 

for pH, EC, DO and Chl-a was developed. And all available data sets 

of Goryeong water quality monitoring station was used for comparison. 

Single-output neural networks with one hidden layer were used, and the 

resilient propagation algorithm was used to train the network with 100 

randomly generated weight parameter sets to reach the required training 

goal of 0.001 in 500 epochs. The tangent sigmoid activation function 

for the hidden layer and a linear activation function for the output 

layer were used. 

For the comparison autoregressive models with antecedents of each 

variable, The AR(2) model in Eq. (4.12), was developed for training 

data set. The AR(2) models for each variable are shown as Table 26.

AR(2) :                                   (4.12)

where    is a desired output,     and  are the 

antecedents of the desired output, and    is a constant or 

noise.

       

   0.961 -0.320 1.196

   7.396 -0.393 1.375

   0.480 -0.229 1.178

    3.142 -0.103 0.996

Table 26. variables of AR(2) model 

Developed AR(2) models using training data were applied to test 
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and validation data set to compare the result with ANN ensemble 

models. Table 26. shows the results of each AR(2) model and the each 

ANN ensemble model for various numbers of hidden neurons.

In the result, ANN ensemble models show the slightly lower RMSE 

and higher   value than the AR(2) models for all variables. In 

the training result of ANN ensemble models, the network with a 

higher number of hidden neurons was well trained, showing 

higher   value. The optimum number of hidden neurons 

showing good performance in the test and validation result can 

be selected.

  Best fitted results was show in the optimum number of hidden 

neurons. 8 hidden neurons for   , 160 hidden neurons for 

  , 6 hidden neurons for   , and 1 hidden neuron for 

   . 

However, the networks for     were not well trained. 

Consequently, the test and validation result for     show 

a higher RMSE and lower   value, compared to the results of 

the other water quality ANN models. These higher errors were 

considered to be due to the imbalanced training data set of 

Chl-a. (Figure 33. shows the distribution ratio of the data set.) 

The ANN models’ data set for pH, EC, DO is evenly 

distributed. But the data set of Chl-a is significantly 

imbalanced; almost 87% of the data set is included in the range 

between 0 and 45.7 NTU. This led to ill-training of the 

network, and a very high RMSE.
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Training Validation Test

Output
# of

neurons
RMSE   RMSE   RMSE  

1 0.191 0.834 0.173 0.842 0.172 0.879

  

2 0.188 0.839 0.176 0.836 0.172 0.879

6 0.185 0.844 0.177 0.834 0.168 0.885
8 0.185 0.844 0.177 0.834 0.168 0.886

12 0.184 0.847 0.179 0.830 0.168 0.885

AR(2) 0.187 0.831 0.173 0.846 0.165 0.880 

150 19.081 0.978 18.787 0.979 19.074 0.977

  

160 17.853 0.981 17.831 0.981 17.943 0.979
170 16.784 0.983 17.470 0.982 19.258 0.976

180 16.543 0.983 17.133 0.982 19.450 0.976

190 16.354 0.984 16.898 0.983 18.849 0.977
AR(2) 19.315 0.979 15.662 0.985 21.322 0.972

1 0.768 0.922 0.754 0.921 0.742 0.931

  

2 0.747 0.926 0.732 0.926 0.683 0.942
6 0.737 0.928 0.737 0.925 0.648 0.948

8 0.735 0.928 0.732 0.926 0.649 0.948
12 0.729 0.929 0.740 0.924 0.652 0.947

AR(2) 0.786 0.919 0.741 0.924 0.651 0.947 

1 9.286 0.824 8.812 0.813 8.469 0.798

   

2 9.060 0.833 8.956 0.807 8.644 0.790

6 8.451 0.854 8.896 0.809 8.669 0.789
8 8.283 0.860 8.983 0.805 8.752 0.785

12 8.097 0.866 9.244 0.794 8.903 0.777

AR(2) 7.665 0.825 8.460 0.841 8.301 0.804 

Table 27. Comparison of ANN model and AR(2) model  
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Chapter 5. Model Application

5.1 Simulation Case

In this study, one-step ahead forcasting ANN models for water 

quality prediction were applied to the study site shown in Figure 8. In 

the application, the observed daily data from 2009 to 2012 was used to 

predict water quality in the following day. 

The observed data of automatic water quality monitoring stations 

consists of 1524 data set of Dasan station with four water quality 

variables; pH, EC, DO, and Chl-a. 1484 data set of Gangchang station 

with four water quality variables; pH, EC, DO, and Chl-a. 1234 data 

set of Goryeong station with four water quality variables; pH, EC, DO, 

and Chl-a . 

The observed data of fixed water quality monitoring sensors by 

ARCROM consists of 390 data set of ARCWQ-1 monitoring station 

with four water quality variables; pH, EC, DO, and Chl-a.  540 data 

set of ARCWQ-2 monitoring station with four water quality variables; 

pH, EC, DO, and Chl-a. 125 data set of ARCWQ-3 monitoring station 

with four water quality variables; pH, EC, DO, and Chl-a. 

Among the observed data sets, the three data sets of fixed water 

quality monitoring sensor by ARCROM and one set of Goryeong water 

quality monitoring station were used for target data of prediction after 

confluence. The two data sets of water quality monitoring station, 

Dasan and Gangchang, were used for input data of prediction before 

confluence. All the variables of input data were discretized into time t 

(day) and t-1.   
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5.2 Prediction of Water Quality Variables

5.2.1 Prediction of Water Quality for Each site

ANN models with input variables for various number of hidden 

neurons were developed using resilience propagation algorithm. 

According to the validation result, the optimum number of hidden 

neurons for pH, EC and Chl-a was used. The test results also showed 

the best results when using the optimum number of hidden neurons. 

(1) Prediction of water quality variables at ARCWQ-1

In case of pH, the case of best fitted prediction results is shown 

when using pH values of mainstream and tributary both as the input 

data. The increase rate of   value is 34.3% when using pH 

data of mainstream and tributary both as the input data 

compared to using pH data of mainstream only. The increase 

rate of   value is 30.0% when using pH data of both 

mainstream and tributary, also discharge data of tributary as the 

input data compared to using pH data of mainstream only. In 

case of pH, the addition of water quality data of tributary had 

more influence on the prediction accuracy than the addition of 

both water quality and discharge data of tributary as input data.

In case of EC, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

EC values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 11.8% when using EC data of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data compared to 
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using EC data of mainstream only. The increase rate of  

value is 10.6% when using EC data of both mainstream and 

tributary, also discharge data of tributary as the input data 

compared to using EC data of mainstream only. Similar to the 

case of pH, the addition of the water quality data of tributary 

had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the addition 

of water quality and discharge data of tributary as input data.

In case of DO, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

DO data of both mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data. the increase rate of   value is 

8.2% when using DO values of mainstream and tributary both as 

the input data compared to using DO data of mainstream only. 

The increase rate of   value is 10.9% when using DO data of 

both mainstream and tributary, also discharge data of tributary 

as the input data compared to using DO data of mainstream 

only. In the case of DO, the addition of water quality value and 

discharge of tributary as input data had more influence on the 

prediction accuracy than the addition of water quality data of 

tributary as input data.

In case of Chl-a, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

Chl-a data of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 57.9% when using Chl-a values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data as compared 

with using Chl-a values of mainstream only. The increase rate 

of   value is 54.1% when using Chl-a data of both 

mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of tributary as 

the input data as compared with using Chl-a data of 
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mainstream only. The addition of the water quality data of 

tributary had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the 

addition of water quality data and discharge of tributary as input 

data.

(2) Prediction of water quality variables at ARCWQ-2

In case of pH, the case of best fitted prediction results is shown 

when using pH values of mainstream and tributary both as the input 

data. The increase rate of   value is 22.0% when using pH 

values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data 

compared to using pH data of mainstream only. However, 

prediction result was decrease when using pH values of both 

mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of tributary as 

the input data compared to using pH values of mainstream as 

the input data only. The addition of water quality variables of 

tributary had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the 

addition of water quality value and discharge of tributary as 

input data.

In case of EC, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

EC values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 26.2% when using EC values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data compared to 

using EC data of mainstream only. The increase rate of  

value is 24.8% when using EC values of both mainstream and 

tributary, also discharge value of tributary as the input data 

compared to using EC data of mainstream only. Similar to the 
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case of ARCWQ-1, the addition of water quality variables of 

tributary had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the 

addition of water quality value and discharge of tributary as 

input data.

In case of DO, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

DO values of both mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data. The increase rate of   value is 

77.3% when using DO values of mainstream and tributary both 

as the input data compared to using DO data of mainstream 

only. The increase rate of   value is 86.0% when using DO 

values of both mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data compared to using DO data of 

mainstream only. In the case of DO, the addition of water 

quality value and discharge of tributary as input data had more 

influence on the prediction accuracy than the addition of water 

quality variables of tributary as input data.

In case of Chl-a, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

Chl-a values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 19.5% when using Chl-a values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data as compared 

with using Chl-a data of mainstream only. The increase rate of 

  value is 19.3% when using Chl-a values of mainstream and 

tributary both, also discharge value of tributary as the input 

data as compared with using pH data of mainstream only. 

(3) Prediction of water quality variables at ARCWQ-3
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In case of pH, the case of best fitted prediction results is shown 

when using pH values of mainstream and tributary both as the input 

data. The increase rate of   value is 47.7% when using pH 

values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data 

compared to using pH data of mainstream only. The increase 

rate of   value is 41.4% when using pH values of mainstream 

and tributary both, also discharge value of tributary as the input 

data compared to using pH data of mainstream only. Similar to 

the case of ARCWQ-1 the addition of water quality variables of 

tributary had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the 

addition of water quality value and discharge of tributary as 

input data.

In case of EC, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

EC values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 11.4% when using EC values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data compared to 

using EC data of mainstream only. The increase rate of  

value is 9.6% when using EC values of mainstream and 

tributary both, also discharge value of tributary as the input 

data compared to using EC data of mainstream only. Similar to 

the case of pH, the addition of the water quality variables of 

tributary had more influence on the prediction accuracy than the 

addition of water quality variables and discharge of tributary  as 

input data.

In case of DO, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

DO values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 12.9% when using DO values of 
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mainstream and tributary both as the input data compared to 

using DO data of mainstream only. The increase rate of  

value is 12.3% when using DO values of mainstream and 

tributary both, also discharge value of tributary as the input 

data compared to using DO data of mainstream only. 

In case of Chl-a, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

Chl-a values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. 

However, the prediction accuracy is similar when using Chl-a values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data and using Chl-a data of 

mainstream only. Prediction result was decrease when using Chl-a 

values of mainstream and tributary both, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data compared to using Chl-a values of 

mainstream as the input data only. 

(4) Prediction of water quality variables at Goryeong Station

In case of pH, the case of best fitted prediction results is shown 

when using pH values of mainstream and tributary both, also discharge 

value of tributary as the input data. The increase rate of  

value is 20.6% when using pH values of mainstream and 

tributary both as the input data compared to using pH data of 

mainstream only. The increase rate of   value is 56.2% when 

using pH values of mainstream and tributary both, also 

discharge value of tributary as the input data compared to using 

pH data of mainstream only. In the case of pH, the addition of 

water quality value and discharge of tributary as input data had 

more influence on the prediction accuracy than the addition of 
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water quality variables of tributary as input data.

In case of EC, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

EC values of mainstream and tributary both as the input data. The 

increase rate of   value is 11.7% when using EC values of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data compared to 

using EC data of mainstream only. The increase rate of  

value is 11.0% when using EC values of mainstream and 

tributary both, also discharge value of tributary as the input 

data compared to using EC data of mainstream only. 

In case of DO, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

DO values of mainstream and tributary both, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data. The increase rate of   value is 

10.8% when using DO values of mainstream and tributary both 

as the input data compared to using DO data of mainstream 

only. The increase rate of   value is 11.5% when using DO 

values of mainstream and tributary both, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data compared to using DO data of 

mainstream only. In the case of DO, the addition of water 

quality value and discharge of tributary as input data had more 

influence on the result than the addition of water quality 

variables of tributary as input data.

In case of Chl-a, best fitted prediction results is shown when using 

Chl-a values of mainstream and tributary both, also discharge value of 

tributary as the input data. The increase rate of   value is 

46.6% when using Chl-a values of mainstream and tributary 

both as the input data as compared with using Chl-a data of 

mainstream only. The increase rate of   value is 50.0% when 
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using Chl-a values of mainstream and tributary both, also 

discharge value of tributary as the input data as compared with 

using Chl-a data of mainstream only. In the case of DO, the 

addition of water quality value and discharge of tributary as 

input data had more influence on the result than the addition of 

water quality variables of tributary as input data.

5.2.2 Prediction of water quality through the reach

In all case of water quality variables prediction, the best fitted 

prediction results is shown when using water quality data of 

mainstream and tributary both as the input data within the 10km after 

the confluence. 

Since the sensor is installed in the right bank of mainstream, the 

effect of water quality of tributary was able to be detected by the 

sensor after transverse mixing was completed. So all variables show 

best fitted prediction results at the point where the water quality of the 

tributary affects the water quality of the mainstream (0.56 of pH and 

0.75 of DO at ARCWQ-3, 0.80 of EC and 0.66 of Chl-a at 

ARCWQ-2).

Especially for electric conductivity (EC), the accuracy of prediction 

was almost same when using EC values of mainstream and tributary 

both as the input data and using EC data of mainstream only at 

ARCWQ-1. While at ARCWQ-2, which is about 4.5km downstream 

from the ARCWQ-1, the prediction accuracy increased when using EC 

data of both main stream and tributary. This is because the water 

quality at ARCWQ-1 does not show the influence of water quality 
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introduced from the tributaries since the water quality inflowing from 

the tributaries are not mixed in the lateral direction immediately after 

the confluence. But, the mixing of the water quality at ARCWQ-2 was 

completed in the lateral direction. This result is quite similar to the 

result of analyzing the mixing behavior of EC through field 

experiments in the same target area (National Institute of Environmental 

Research, 2015).
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Output Station
Validation result Test result

RMSE   RMSE  

  

ARCWQ1 0.581 0.211 0.559 0.236

ARCWQ2 0.495 0.402 0.489 0.336

ARCWQ3 0.389 0.563 0.459 0.377

Goryeong 0.346 0.381 0.353 0.379

  

ARCWQ1 73.481 0.518 74.476 0.415

ARCWQ2 61.850 0.698 68.918 0.634

ARCWQ3 51.583 0.888 64.471 0.665

Goryeong 63.209 0.677 51.368 0.665

  

ARCWQ1 2.082 0.556 2.060 0.534

ARCWQ2 3.268 0.256 2.924 0.278

ARCWQ3 0.978 0.731 1.048 0.661

Goryeong 1.619 0.678 1.531 0.693

   

ARCWQ1 6.757 0.546 10.649 0.235

ARCWQ2 5.258 0.605 5.695 0.554

ARCWQ3 4.620 0.522 4.023 0.619

Goryeong 15.877 0.493 16.175 0.431

Table 28. Prediction results of ANN model using water quality value of 

mainstream as the input data
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Output Station
Validation result Test result

RMSE   RMSE  

   

ARCWQ1 0.572 0.234 0.510 0.317

ARCWQ2 0.514 0.356 0.487 0.410

ARCWQ3 0.399 0.542 0.422 0.557

Goryeong 0.329 0.441 0.293 0.457

  

ARCWQ1 67.361 0.595 67.534 0.464

ARCWQ2 52.730 0.781 50.988 0.800

ARCWQ3 44.487 0.916 56.708 0.741

Goryeong 47.750 0.815 44.985 0.743

  

ARCWQ1 1.305 0.826 1.961 0.578

ARCWQ2 3.093 0.333 2.45 0.493

ARCWQ3 0.914 0.765 0.907 0.746

Goryeong 1.347 0.778 1.329 0.768

   

ARCWQ1 6.027 0.639 9.655 0.371

ARCWQ2 4.718 0.682 4.956 0.662

ARCWQ3 4.677 0.510 3.996 0.624

Goryeong 13.688 0.623 13.011 0.632

Table 29.  Prediction results of ANN model using water quality value of 

both mainstream and tributary as the input data
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Output Station
Validation result Test result

RMSE   RMSE  

   

ARCWQ1 0.541 0.317 0.532 0.307

ARCWQ2 0.492 0.410 0.494 0.322

ARCWQ3 0.392 0.557 0.398 0.533

Goryeong 0.324 0.457 0.285 0.592

  

ARCWQ1 63.657 0.638 67.845 0.459

ARCWQ2 49.958 0.803 52.12 0.791

ARCWQ3 40.851 0.930 57.954 0.729

Goryeong 48.932 0.806 45.368 0.738

  

ARCWQ1 1.359 0.811 1.929 0.592

ARCWQ2 3.005 0.371 2.391 0.517

ARCWQ3 0.909 0.768 0.913 0.742

Goryeong 1.333 0.782 1.361 0.773

   

ARCWQ1 6.432 0.589 9.728 0.362

ARCWQ2 4.613 0.696 4.967 0.661

ARCWQ3 4.497 0.547 4.220 0.581

Goryeong 14.506 0.576 12.754 0.646

Table 30.  Prediction results of ANN model using water quality value of both 

mainstream and tributary, also discharge value of tributary 

as an input data
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a) pH

b) EC

Figure 40. Improvement of prediction accuracy  
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c) DO

d) Chl-a

Figure 40. Improvement of prediction accuracy (cont.) 
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a) pH

b) EC

c) DO

d) Chl-a

Figure 41. Comparison of Prediction results of ANN model (RMSE value) 
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a) pH

b) EC

c) DO

d) Chl-a

Figure 42. Comparison of Prediction results of ANN model (R Square value) 
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a) pH

b) EC

c) DO

d) Chl-a

Figure 43. Prediction results of each variables
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    Chapter 6. Conclusions

In this study, prediction results of developed ANN ensemble model 

using resilient propagation algorithm and sampling method shows more 

accurate and robust than the AR(2) model and generally used ANN 

ensemble model with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 

Using this model, prediction of future water quality in unmeasured 

area was performed. In this study site, the water quality of the 

tributaries greatly influences the water quality of the mainstream, so the 

water quality value of the mainstream and tributary both are selected as 

the input data. As a result, the prediction accuracy was higher within 

10 km after confluence when using the water quality value of the 

tributaries and mainstream both as an input data than the case of using 

the water quality value of mainstream as the input data only. However, 

the accuracy of prediction was not improved when using water quality 

values of mainstream and tributary and discharge value of tributary as 

the input data in the same section.

In the field EC tracer experiment conducted in 2015, it was 

confirmed that the transverse mixing is proceeding from 400m after the 

confluence. After 2 km after confluence, the transverse mixing increased 

gradually and after 4.5 km, the mixing was completed and the EC 

concentration became the same in the left and right bank of 

mainstream.

In the case of ARCWQ-1 where the mixing in the lateral direction 

was not completed, the accuracy of the model prediction was not 

improved when using the water quality value of the mainstream and 

tributary both as the input data. However, in case of ARCWQ-2 and 

ARCWQ-3 where the mixing in the lateral direction was completed, the 
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accuracy of the model prediction is greatly improved when the water 

quality value of tributary is added as input data. Especially in the case 

of EC and Chl-a, the accuracy improvement was larger when the water 

quality factor of the tributary was added after the lateral mixing was 

completed than  before the lateral mixing. Also in case of EC 

prediction, the data model also reproduces the pollutant behavior 

measured by the field experiment.

As a result, in order to predict the water quality after the 

confluence, the influence of the water quality parameters from the 

tributary should be considered. But more important thing is to consider 

the effects of lateral mixing than simply adding the water quality 

parameters of the tributaries. 
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